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ABSTRACT
The ethnographic study presented aims at highlight how nursing is carried out in practice. Cooperative informal practices in nurses daily work are described considering their relation to nurse professional mandate. The role of locally designed organizational artifacts and their relation with articulation work is exploited and, starting from the analysis of these informal tools, leading criterion on how work is organized in the wards are highlighted and translated into implications for design.
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Introduction
This paper is about an ethnographic research carried out to highlight how nurses work is conducted in practice. It is a multisite user study that started to gather requirements for the computerization of the nurse record and was then refocused on coordination activities given their relevance on daily work. It is highlighted how the user study allows the researcher to enter a professional domain and to respond properly to the need for support that emerges from the analysis of specific areas of work.

In order to return an activity-oriented representation (Sachs, 1995) on nurses work, the identification and deep understanding of some aspects of nurses practices has been
considered as crucial. The main research questions are related to i) the objectives of nursing; ii) the tasks and procedures through which nurses’ activities are carried out; iii) the pool of resources, tools and knowledge necessary to accomplish them; iv) the strengths and weaknesses of the activities in current practice.

As it emerges from the priorities pictured, the research work is undertaken under a communication-as-constitutive (CCO) perspective on organizing and organizations, which enables to rethink the ontology and the epistemology of organizations as in action features. A specific attention to communication processes and daily practices has been paid by tracing the production of meaning that comes out from the socio-material surround. Through this process, the role of cultural artifacts created and used to perform professional roles and organizing is exploited: by understanding which models, which contents and which functions locally designed artefacts (Button and Sharrock, 1996) support, relevant issues related to computerization and to the development of integrated e-health systems emerge.

1 Issues on nurses professional renewal and mandate

An important starting point for the discussion on nursing is related with profession building: a legislative process made in Italy and worldwide in the last two decades for the empowerment and autonomy of nurse profession. It guided relevant reforms in order to make nursing achieve those attributes that are generally regarded as characterizing a true profession.

Major reforms on nurse profession in Italy started in 1990 with the establishment of the Bachelor in Nursing Science (Law 341/1990) (OJ n. 274 of 23/11/90), the closure of professional courses (DM of 24/07/1996) and the determination of the degree as a prerequisite for the exercise of the profession (MURST decree of April 2, 2001). Moreover, Law 42/1999 abolished the term “auxiliary” from the definition of the profession, established the nursing register (DM 739/94) and introduced tools for the documentation of nursing care (nurse record), that become a key factor for defining an area of autonomy and accountability, since this documentation is filled by nurses without the supervision of medical staff.

A clear professional mandate for nurses founds the reforms on workforce modernization.

The “new” nursing (Calamandrei, 2000) can be described as “the scientific discipline that seeks to resolve and take charge of the various human needs, in a holistic sense, as with respect to its phenomena of health / illness. It requires a great deal of scientific knowledge, as well as the competence in critical judgment and clinical work. [...] The nurse sees in the patient and in the process of “to care”, that is taking care of the patient as a whole, the ultimate sense of her profession ”(Lombi and Stievano, 2011. p. 126).

Several considerations should be made in order to understand on which tasks and on which kind of knowledge nursing is becoming an autonomous and legitimized discipline. In fact, this definition on the “new” nursing gives a vision of nurse as a
professional engaged exclusively in dual therapeutic relationships, and this statement
doesn’t reflect the roles experienced by nurses in the wards (see next paragraph).

Given this, although a workforce reconfiguration in the healthcare domain may re-
result in opportunities for change in professional jurisdiction (Nancarrow and Bortwick,
2005), some issues have to be considered.

Policy makers may fail in understanding organizational dynamics while they insti-
tute new professional roles. Thus, a policy-implementation gap, with workforce de-
velopment unlikely to be aligned with policy intent arise (Currie et al., 2010). This is
happening for what concerns the introduction of autonomous documentation to sup-
port the new professional role: the nurse record. Although it should have been a man-
datory tool for documenting nursing and complementary to the medical record from
1994, it is present in about the 45% of Italian hospitals.

A second point to take into consideration is that new roles are challenging: in fact,
new roles creation brings within the formal recognition of a set of knowledge and
skills which redefine in a complete new light role and profession. Moreover, the ex-
pansion of the nursing role relies on the acquiescence of the medical profession
(Nancarrow and Bortwick, 2005).

These issues are experimented at different layers by the nurse category nowadays
in Italian hospitals for several reasons. First, given the transitional period, nurses with
different education on “what nursing is” (that refer to the “new school” and to the
“old school” on how work should be accomplished) are co-present in hospitals. Sec-
ond, the autonomy of this category, in relation to the medical one is still extremely
heterogeneous between hospitals and within wards. Last but not least, as already sta-
ted, those artifacts that are considered as crucial for the empowerment of nursing (i.e.
the nurse record) are still far from being fully operational.

2 Field studies on nurses practices

Ethnographic studies on nurses work in the wards offer a view on nurses work which
is not only oriented to the dual professional-client relationship that founds the new
model of nursing professionalism (Dingwall et al., 1988).

This studies highlight that often nurses have to act as an intermediary between in-
dividual needs and organization constraints, such as standardized protocols, institu-
tional procedures, etc. (Dingwell and Allen, 2001). Far from the mission of a profes-
sion built on a dual relationship with the patient, the core nurses competence outlined
is on management: more than persons, nurses deal with populations of patients trying
to make different agendas (patients, relatives, organization agendas) fit together
(Dingwell and Allen, 2001).

In fact, focusing too closely on the professional-client relationship leads us to ig-
nore those elements of nurses’ work which is performed apart from the therapeutic
relationship, but that makes a vital contribution to clinical efficiency (Allen, 1997).
This double perspective, on the patient and on the organization, required to nurses to work efficiently, is not investigated in deep in literature in terms of activities carried out by nurses during their work.

It is on the transitional space of this shift of focus and on how it is accomplished in practice that my research aims at contributing for orienting the development of ict based solutions that may support nurses activities as a whole.

3 Context of the research

The data presented in this paper are part of a data corpus composed of field notes and pictures collected within 2 emergency departments and a plastic surgery ward of two Italian hospitals during 20 sessions of observation and shadowing of about 4 hours each and carried out between February 2011 and July 2013.

The research path started with the objective of supporting the introduction of the electronic nurse record in one of the emergency departments and in the plastic surgery ward in February 2011. It happened that when I went into the wards I found nurses practices very divergent as with respect to the ones I knew from literature on nursing: much more flexible, much less focused only on the dual relationship with the patient. Moreover, nurses had concerns about the introduction of the Electronic Nurse Record because of the lack of support it could give to organizational tasks and they pushed my attention in order to get insights from local informal artifacts.

Given this, I decided to refocus the research and to use the possible introduction of nurse record as a springboard, as a starting point for talking about IT tools for nurses: in fact, although it is a very standard tool, centered on the patient, its computerization and the questions that computerization poses, open a space for reasoning on how it can constitute the starting point for supporting nurses work practices in an integrated way. Then I decided to explore a second context (the second emergency department) that had already in use the electronic nurse record in order to understand how coordination issues where managed. I found that the use/non-use of the nurse record had an impact mainly on how nursing work on the patient is accomplished and documented, but not at all on how organizational activities are envisioned, planned and carried out: that remains an informal and invisible work.

4 Methodology: from ethnography to design

Some authors (Bannon, 1991; Dourish, 2006; Halverson, 2002; Hughes et al., 1992; Kelder & Turner, 2005) have criticized the assumption that we can move from user studies to design in a straightforward manner. This passage is always a critical one, where a “translation” of the knowledge produced in the data gathering phase is required to make it of some use for the following design phase. Although there can be no doubt that a better domain knowledge increases the chances of adopting a sound
design approach, to make the knowledge gathered during the user study coherent with
the next design activities is a complex and multifaceted task. To effectively inform
design, I decided to move away from individualistic user models, as for instance the
personas used to gather and summarize user requirements (Cooper, 1995), to more
collective, activity oriented concepts (Sachs, 1995).

To move from observations to design requirements I started the data analysis by
building narrative scenarios (Carroll, 2000) and workflows of the observed activities
(Preece, Rogers, Sharp, 2002). Through this process the more institutional scenarios
and flows were easily pictured and key macro-areas of activities emerged. What re-
mained out from this framework are all those unofficial practices and informal parts
of work that are not in the workflows, and that are indeed carried out by nurses in
order to make the flows work.

To frame this part of work implied a methodological shift where the core of the
analysis becomes to define how nurses are able to manage the institutional workflow
in a situated context, handling complications and conciliating different visions on the
work itself.

In an ecological perspective, I decided to explore this part of the work by adopting
nurses’ point of view, following their strategy: I started from the analysis of the in-
formal artifacts they create and use to accomplish coordination practices.

These tools are directly produced by nurses in order to support work and their fill-
ing is not mandatory by the hospital, it is done in autonomy and without any obliga-
tion: these tools are threatened by nurses as connectors of activities that would otherwise
lose continuity.

They are relevant since they embed a sort of “mental model” of nursing in practice
that defines what is relevant and what is not for the users during their daily practices.

By analyzing the leading criterion that guided the structure and the functions of
these objects and by relating them with the analysis of the areas of work identified as
critical, we can picture what nurses need and want to organize their work.

I decided to analyse them in terms of structure, position, functions and ways of
compiling (Bjorn and Hertzum, 2011) in order to highlight the leading criterion used
by nurses in organizing their work.

5 What do nurses do at work?

Looking at the activities carried out by nurses in the observed wards, we can identify
three macro-areas in nurses field of professional action: implementation, documenta-
tion and planning.

Implementation: This area refers to the activities that concerns with nursing and
with the to care process in strict sense, that is to assist the patient and to provide to his
needs (i.e. parameters’ monitoring, drugs administration, catheter positioning, hygien-
ic and nutritional care, etc).

Documentation: In this area activities such as data entry and information record-
ing are included. Typical activities of this domain are: to fill the nurse record and the
medical record; to include in the record the day-to-day updates (i.e. clinical parameters' report, etc) and the referred documentation (such as x-ray reports, results of blood tests, etc.). This work is personalized by patient in the sense that documentation is filled and assembled for each patient, thus tracing his clinical history. The documentation produced in this area includes and is included in the patient record, which has been one of the most studied and digitalized artifacts in hospitals. Its main peculiarity is that it is a polyphonic and multifaceted artifact, since it acts as privileged reference for three different purposes: medical, economic and legal.

**Planning:** the activities included in this macro-area are related with anticipation, coordination and management. They comprise the tasks necessary to make the ward as a whole work and they are managed entirely by nurses. They include, for example, the activities of planning drugs orders or request blood exams and expert consultancies; but they are also related with the organization of space and time routines (i.e. organize the fast for the patients that have to make blood tests the day after, or sort the drugs in the closet in a way that allows other nurses to find them) and with the generation of alerts referred to important issues arose during the shift (i.e. to point out the entrance of a new patient in the ward, etc.). Part of this activity is performed through the use of official documentation. Specific official forms or IT dedicated systems are set for each typology of request to be made in order to ask for a service or an asset to the hospital (i.e. one dedicated form for asking for cardiologic consultancy, one for radiologic consultancy, an IT system for blood requests, an IT system for medical radiological reports, etc., for a total of about 15 forms and 2 IT systems). Another part of this work is done through the creation of informal artifacts for the accomplishment of articulation practices (Gerson and Star, 1986) by the nurse in charge and by the nurses out of turn, which are present in the ward mainly in the morning hours.

As already stated, I decided to focus on this part of nurses work, that is how the informal coordination processes necessary to make the official ones work are carried out in practice through the creation of informal artifacts for supporting the awareness on the status of the ward (Heath and Luff, 1992) and the situated planning of activities (Baldram, 1998).

This area emerged as critical both from observations and from literature, since it has to be performed maintaining a double perspective on work, centred sometimes on the patient and sometimes on the ward and based on the capability of nurses to shift between one focus and another in order to be efficient.

6 **The duplicity of nurses professional vision and the need for support in shifting perspective**

Given that professional mandate and actual nurse practices don’t completely merge, the core point of my research was to understand and exploit how nurses seek to reconcile these apparently dichotomist professional visions on assisting the patient and organizing the ward.
This double perspective is not sustained by the official documentation in use in the wards, where hospital forms, IT systems and patient record act in a not integrated neither flexible way in displaying information. Moreover, although it is required to nurse to accomplish tasks that require frequent shifts of perspective, officially no meditational artifact is present to support them. The creation and use of locally-designed organizational artifacts (Button and Sharrock, 1996) helps nurses in this task. In fact, as already stated, the nurses out of turn and the nurse in charge spend most of their time in planning and structuring the organization necessary to the ward to work efficiently. In order to support the need for frequent shifts of focus between “the eye on the patient” and “the eye on the ward”, they build these tools for sustaining awareness (Heath and Luff, 1992) and situated planning (Baldran, 1998). Through the selection, unification and visualization of relevant information on the work to be done, they help other nurses in maintaining this necessary double vision that shifts continuously between the single patient and the ward as a whole and that I traced in different contexts.

7 Locally designed organizational artefacts as embodiment of articulation activities and their implications on design

Looking at the locally produced artifacts in use in the wards can be “ecologically” considered a starting point for the understanding of which are the kind of activities that needs to be supported in the ward and through which criterion they are articulated by nurses.

Fig. 1. Images of in-use locally designed organizational artefacts. From left to right: the blood samples agenda, the medication organizer, the therapy organizer, the overview sheet

There are four locally designed artifacts that I choose to analyze in this paper because of their structure, function and use:

**The blood samples agenda:** this artifact primary use is to appoint the dates of blood exams and fasts for the patients. It’s function is to provide nurses with time orientation over the tasks to be accomplished. In fact, it is a simple agenda used by those nurses that deal with organizational tasks. From this primary use, secondary uses (that have to deal with time orientation) have been developed for this object: it started over the time to be dedicated to more general appointments and mid/long time deadlines, where also inter-professional communications could be written and organized.
The medication organizer: this tool works as a weekly planner where all issues about medications in the ward are reported: i.e. the drug used for a medication, when a patient has been medicated and when the medication needs to be dismantled. It includes both the work already done and that just planned, unifying all the information on a core activity in a single device.

The therapy organizer: this tool is devoted to support nurses during the drugs order and during the drugs administration. It works as a mediation artifact that help nurses in the management of the whole process that goes from a drug prescription (medical task centered on the patient), to the drug order (nurse task centered on the ward), to the sorting of the drugs (nurse task centered on the ward), to the administration of the drugs (nurse time oriented task centered on the patient). This tool is composed by cards (one per patient in the ward) where time, dosage and route for administration are the organizing criterion. Since frequent shifts of focus are necessary to accomplish the therapy organization for the whole ward, the therapy organizer has been structured in order to support it in an integrated way: i) it resumes in a unique tool all the therapies prescribed in the record by the doctors for all the patients in the ward; ii) it organizes the information for the administration phase; iii) it helps in the drugs order when an overview of the used drugs is required; iv) it uses the same criterion of sorting used in the drug closet, assuring consistence between tools.

The overview sheet: this artifact is attached to the whiteboard and provides the staff with an overview of the patients present in the ward. It uses a spatial configuration, using the ward structure itself (number of bed and room) to signal where the patient is and who he is. It serves as a check for being sure of who is the patient at a specific bed in a structure where the bed number is often used as leading identification criterion.

This preliminary analysis of the informal tools in use allows us to figure out some leading organizational criterion for articulating work across locally designed artifacts that might be useful to inform the development of new e-health systems.

Time orientation: whilst the data entry concept, which is the most adopted for digitalizing the patient record, focuses on the past, in the sense that the digital record serves no other goal that archiving what has already happened (i.e. information already acquired), locally designed organizational artifacts are based on anticipation and focus on the future: they are conceived as planning devices.

Double perspective: Many work activities are efficiently coordinated mainly because nurses are able to anticipate others’ actions or external events, thus modifying their behavior in advance. Such an anticipatory behavior requires the nurse to take into consideration several aspects that may have an impact on the efficiency of the ward. Shifts of perspective are often required to nurses in order to reconcile the duplicity of their work focus: the single patient and the ward as a whole. Locally designed tools support these shifts, thus acting as mediation artifacts, as embedded cognition distributed in the workspace (Hutchins, 1995) in order to materialize and support specific perspectives on the work to be done.
**Task orientation:** Some core tasks need a dedicated visualization and planning, such as it happens for therapy or medications. This form of display of information that is task oriented help nurses in defining which is the level of accomplishment of a specific type of work and to have it visible at a glance.

**Cross check space orientation:** Visualization of information that are space oriented and related to the ward as a whole support nurses in having always an updating view on the major issues related to all the patients present in the ward and, increasing the awareness on specific events, constitute a proactive method for risk management.

8 **Concluding**

The research carried out aims at uncover nurses work in order to inform developers of IT based system for e-health on how nurses practices are accomplished in the wards. It emerges that the most part of the organizational work is done informally, generally out of the professional mandate (focused on the relation with the patient) and through locally designed tool that materialize articulation work: organizational artifacts such as the blood samples agenda, the medication organizer, the therapy organizer and the overview sheet.

These tools used by nurses outline on one side the lack of official documentation devoted to organizational tasks and the lack of integration between the core activities carried out in the wards (planning, implementation, documentation); on the other side they offer relevant information on which are the leading criterion used as key leverage points for organizing work from an activity based perspective.

Although they have no formal value within the hospital, they help nurses in dealing with the issues related to the duplicity of focus typical of their profession and they highlight how time, task and space orientation are crucial issues to take into consideration if planning devices to support nurses work want to be introduced in wards.
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